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Awe came upon everyone, because many wonders and signs were being done by the apostles. All who believed were together and had all things in common; they would sell their possessions and goods and distribute the proceeds to all, as any had need. Day by day, as they spent much time together in the temple, they
broke bread at home and ate their food with glad and generous hearts, praising God and having the goodwill of all the people. And day by day the Lord added to their number those who were being saved.
Acts 2:43-47
Dear Epiphany,
The season of Easter is often when we talk a LOT about the book of Acts and the earliest disciples. This year,
our Confirmation class of about fifteen 7th and 8th graders, has been watching three minute videos with orange and blue cartoon people to help us learn about the Bible. We call them “the videos with our orange
and blue friends.” The Acts video features the same people – but it’s a black and white cartoon. The narrator starts out the video by saying “Ah, the book of Acts…it describes the early days of the Christian church,
back when all the Christians got along.” However, the scene grows more…well, let’s just say, interesting, as
the narrator covers stories like the crowd’s reaction to Stephen (if you forgot, it involves stones), or the story of Peter and John healing a man at the gate of the temple and then being arrested.
The lesson here, on one level, is that the earliest churches were small groups of people who had plenty to
fear on the ground (hmmm, sound familiar?) and the earliest apostles were persecuted for being Christian.
It’s valuable to talk about why that was. But on another level, it’s that there’s never really been one good ol’
“glory days” church. The church has always had conflict and issues. It has always been evolving and changing, ever since Jesus ascended into heaven and gave the disciples – and all of us – the Great Commission.
And – as nerve wracking as it is to type this for a congregation that recently completed an extremely successful capital campaign for a new building and that hasn’t worshipped in a building for over a month and
misses it – the most important thing about church, and what we need for church, isn’t a building with three
espresso machines at the coffee station, a 100% state of the art sound system, or even a youth room with
tons of swag. As the old song goes:
“The church is not a building, the church is not a steeple,
the church is not a resting place, the church is the people. “
Here is where you (the people) come in, and here is my challenge for you this month. As we most likely live
at least part of another month under a stay-at-home order – and even after the era of COVID-19 is over – if
you have an idea for something that you think should happen at church, now or in the future, such as a publicity opportunity, a service project, an adult education opportunity, or WHATEVER, I challenge you to first
ask this one question to yourself after you have that idea – “How can I help?”
“How can I help make this idea possible? How can my whole family help? What would be needed to make
this project happen? Who else, in addition to the pastors, at church could I talk to about this project? What
committee would work on this project? If I already spend a good amount of my time helping at church and I
feel tired thinking about helping more – who else might be interested in helping work on this project with
me or even without me? Is there someone who maybe hasn’t helped out with much at church yet who
might be honored to be asked to help out now?”
Our graduating high school seniors are some of my role models and leaders here. In addition to their (many)
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impressive academic and extracurricular accomplishments, they understand that being a member of a
church family involves helping – or what I’d like to think of more as being a team player. They are often
the first to speak up in discussions. This sets a good example for peers by showing that the most important thing in conversations about faith is not about what’s right or wrong – but rather about participating with whatever you’ve got that day.

Camden Hildy has blessed us with his trumpet pieces in worship, and has also been a helper from a young
age. He raised thousands of dollars for March for Babies over a span of ten years in honor of his second
grade teacher’s family. Tim and Greg Hradil worked a combined total of nearly 20 hours at this past February’s resale event, and have probably worked at least 100 hours combined at all the other resale events
during their high school years. (Tim also took the initiative to introduce a new partnership this year between the Resale committee and student members of the National Honor Society at York HS, who can
help out at future events to earn service hours.) Eric Gotsch, a regular VBS youth leader, made Epiphany
history in 2019 by becoming the first youth member to serve on Epiphany’s council for a one-year term.
And Eric, Megan, Tim and Greg have all learned how to love and serve God by loving and serving others as
they’ve painted, constructed, and grown in ways they wouldn’t have imagined during their experiences at
Group Work Camp.
I am very sad for our graduates that their graduation celebrations won’t be able to be like that of their
peers. But their contributions to our Christian life together – spending time together in the temple, breaking bread together, serving with glad and generous hearts, and praising God, just like the earliest disciples
– will not be forgotten. And we will celebrate them!
We remember in the Easter season that Jesus appeared to the disciples behind locked doors and on the
road in grief. We also remember that even the fires and winds of the Holy Spirit came to the disciples together in a house. May God’s peace which passes all understanding come to us in similar ways these days.

Pastor Anna

The Director’s Booth
Ever wonder what it takes
to put worship online?
Here’s an inside look at Roy
Schroeder’s “director’s
booth.”
Thanks, Roy, for all your
hard work!
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ADULT CHRISTIAN EDUCATION OPPORTUNITIES
MAY/JUNE 2020
NEIGHBORLINESS AND THE CHURCH
7-Session study on Church and society
(with some Bible study and spiritual reflection) conducted online (Zoom Video or Phone Call-in)
One Session on Thursdays: 7:00 p.m.
Here’s the official film series description from The Work of the People – the same organization that put
out “Praise Song for the Pandemic,” which we shared in worship on Sunday, April 19.
“Welcome to this film series with Walter Brueggemann discussing thoughts from his new
book, Materiality as Resistance: Five Elements for Moral Action in the Real World. Materiality as Resistance is a textured teaching about who we are called to be in the world through the lens of loving God,
loving ourselves, and loving our neighbor. Walter discusses faith and our responsibility to one another,
and how churches can model collaborative social structure, and goes so far as to invite individual believers and church leadership to start considering making decisions with the neighbor and neighborhood in
mind.”
The 7-session series includes time for spiritual reflection and discussion along with the films. Each film is
between 8-15 minutes long. We will take some time for gathering and checking in, watching the film, and
discussion. Participants will receive a discussion guide during the first gathering. You do not have to buy
Dr. Brueggemann’s book, though you can if you want to.
The official title given to this film series is “Materiality as Resistance: a 7-session film series on Neighborliness with Walter Brueggemann.” If the word "resistance" feels politically charged and repelling to you, I
(Pastor Anna) invite you to think about it not in terms of which the word has been used in U.S. politics, but
to reflect more on the ways in which placing reliance on our material possessions can sometimes keep us
from seeing Christ in our lives, and the ways in which being forced to slow down in the time of COVID-19
as individuals and as a family may have helped us re-focus our priorities and our hearts. I have changed
the title for our study, because I want to make sure our focus is on how all of us as individuals and a congregation, with all of our different backgrounds and beliefs, are able to be Christian neighbors right within
our own Elmhurst neighborhood and also to various communities that we are able to serve around Chicagoland, our country and our world.
April 30
May 7
May 14
May 21
May 28
June 4
June 11

Materiality
Money
Food
The Body
Time
Place
Change the Conversation
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JOURNEY THROUGH THE PSALMS
8-Session Bible Study Conducted Online (Zoom Video or Phone Call-in)
Two Sessions Each Wednesday: 10:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Take an in-depth look at the book of Psalms—the prayer-book of the synagogue and the church. Through
study of the word and insights gained through the arts, we are invited to approach God with the same
honesty and intensity as the ancient Psalmists.
This eight-session study will look at the following topics:
May 6
May 13
May 20
May 27
June 3
June 10
June 17
June 24

Praying the Psalms, Praying into Wholeness
The Synagogue, the Church, and the Psalms
Your Hallelujahs Don't Have to be Hollow Anymore
You Get What You Deserve, Don't You?
Complaining in Faith to God
Life in the Meanwhile
The Lord Reigns: Enthronement Psalms
I'll Never Be the Same Again

Each session will include a video and group discussion. Participants will receive a workbook for home
study and preparation. Please join us as we “Journey Through the Psalms”!

HOLY COMMUNION AT HOME
As we have added Holy Communion to our online worship experience,
here are some ideas for how you can prepare your home for the sacrament.
Prepare the Table: Prepare the space where you will celebrate communion with us as though you were going to receive a guest into your home.
This meal is about welcome and hospitality, after all.
Prepare the Bread: Set out a plate on your table and figure out which bread you’ll use. Maybe this is the nudge you
have needed to bake some bread of your own!
Prepare the Cup: Choose a cup for your table. This meal is about unity, and so we recommend starting with one cup,
rather than pre-pouring individual cups for each person. Wine or grape juice work equally well for communion. If you
can’t find wine or grape juice, choose another fruit juice if possible, though God is capable of using any liquid to show
you mercy.
Prepare Yourselves: Prior to worship, spend some time in prayer and reflection. What does communion mean to you
in this unique time?
Share this sacred meal with each other during worship. Give the promise of God to each other or hear the words of
promise spoken to you: “The body of Christ, given for you. The blood of Christ, shed for you.” If you prefer a blessing,
you may speak your own or use these words: “May the love of God surround and sustain you this day and in all the

days to come. Amen.”
Send a picture of your table to Pastor Ron or Pastor Anna or post on our community Facebook page – another visible reminder that we are in this together!
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A FAREWELL FROM THE ELSASS FAMILY
Hi Friends! How are you?
As a parent with three younger kids, we have had a very active home schedule this past month. From
clogged toilets, to LEGO City disasters, to water shutoffs (due to city repairs), to boiling water (for
drinking/cooking), to chaotic camp outs in every room, to kids longing for a puppy, to Mom tasting her
way through Napa Valley, to Dad keeping the family together while holding up his clients (banks), to a
five year old learning how to wipe his bottom independently and also said five year old practicing how
one should perhaps act when interacting with classmates via Zoom, and NOT compare wiping dirty
bottoms (albeit proudly).
This past month also allowed our family to prepare
for the next big change (outside e-learning). With
an ache in my heart, I must share news that the Elsass family will be leaving Elmhurst and moving to
Ohio, in May. We made this inevitable decision
back in August, 2019 (after many months of soul
searching). My Wallstreet, wanna be farm boy, husband is answering the call of the heart, to return to
his home state, to be closer to family. What crazy
timing though, uprooting one’s own family during a
pandemic (has anyone told Jon this?).
I have resigned my volunteer position as the lead of
Epiphany’s Children’s Ministry. Pastor Anna has already taken the reigns and is showing true commitment to continuing the program with life and energy, and with the help of your dedicated Sunday School team (whom I have grown to love during my
short time here). I believe Pastor Anna to be fully capable. I’m asked to share thoughts, before parting
from the community. How about the crazy highs and lows we all might be experiencing during this historical period? How about the unfairness of events, especially when one (or many) has a plan in place
and said plans blow up? How about the idea that God continues to invite us into new adventure or
creativity (more like throw us in)! That with these new realities, we are seeing even more compassion
from our local to worldwide communities.
Yes, this uncertain climate forces us to face our weaknesses and fears. It exposes the flaws we hide
behind our first world securities and controlled routines. But I’m reminded (oddly by a stranger walking by, six feet away) that God is in control and continues to walk beside us. That even through our
valleys, He continues to send the helpers. I also can’t forget that for a time in my life, I was in need of
the helper but didn’t realize when I eventually became the helper. In my 2019 Annual Report to the
congregation, I observed how much the Holy Spirit moves in and around Epiphany. How many servant
hearts that do their part here, for the Kingdom of God (many do it quietly and are not seen or of this
while cultivating a heart for God. Our hearts have truly been imprinted with each one of you.
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These servant hearts and the families here have taught me that I am one of many helpers in the body
of Christ. That where we choose to stand for Him, matters. That no matter where my physical address, I will remain a helper, united with all of you. THANK YOU for allowing my family to be part of
this community full of beautiful servant hearts. THANK YOU for all your affections since we first arrived quietly in 2015. Finally, THANK YOU for inspiring me to NOT stand on the sidelines but to continue to stand with ministries that guide children (and their families) to connect and grow a pattern of life
together while cultivating a heart for God. Our hearts have truly been imprinted with each one of you.
Your friends,

Chris Elsass and Family
(Jon, Braxton, Finley, Greyson)

THANK YOU TO ALL OUR VOLUNTEERS
We are coming to the end of another academic year in a way unlike any
other. We haven’t seen each other in person for more than a month. But it
is still appropriate that we say “thank you” to the many people who have
given of their time, gifts, and hearts this year to serve our church.
To those who serve and love our children (Nursery Workers, Sunday School
Teachers & Assistants, Confirmation Small Group Leaders, and LYO Leaders), to those who lead and assist with worship (Choir, Bell Choir, Praise Team, Altar Guild, Assisting Ministers, Readers, Communion Assistants, Ushers), to those who keep our library current and relevant, to those
who volunteer to help in the office with large mailings, to those who organized potlucks and dinners this
year, to those who serve on a committee, on our Church Council and who count our offering, to those who
serve the building and keep our grounds in good repair, to all of you who make the effort to step in and help
out whenever we ask: THANK YOU!
We also want to say a special thank you this year to our campaign office staff, Greg and Ellen Lippert, the
Rejoice & Renew Campaign Cabinet and all campaign volunteers for all of your extra efforts this year. So
many people contributed so much of their time, talents, and treasures to make our campaign a success
The body of Christ does not live within the walls of a building, but rather within the hearts of the faithful
people. Thank you for your faithful hearts, and for the many ways that you show the face of Christ each and
every day.

Pastor Ron and Pastor Anna
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GROUP WORK CAMP 2020 POSTPONED

Even though I believe it is the right decision, I am sad to share
with you that Group Mission Trips has postponed their entire
summer 2020 domestic mission trips season, including all work
camp trips. High school LYO families were informed via email and
on a conference call last night. We would all like to sincerely
thank all Epiphany members who supported us by buying cookie
dough and Butterbraids, and with prayer. Your financial and spiritual support will help us prepare for summer 2021. Please let me know if you have any questions.
Peace,

Pastor Anna

CONFIRMATION/LYO
Please stay tuned to Confirmation and LYO family emails for updates related
to group meetings. Please feel free to reach out to Pastor Anna with any
questions and prayer requests. She can be reached via her cell phone: (773)
991-2719 or email: anna.ernst@epiphanyelmhurst.org.

SUNDAY SCHOOL
All Sunday School classes an activities have been canceled until further notice.

UPCOMING EVENTS...STAY TUNED!
The Men in Mission are still planning fun events. Please stay tuned for details regarding their upcoming
events!
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HEALTH AND SAFETY TIPS FROM OUR EXPERTS
Happy Easter fellow Epiphanyer’s!
We hope that all of you are staying healthy and safe during these extremely trying times. By now, everyone should be familiar with, and hopefully abiding by the golden rules of this new world; meaning:
•

Wash your hands for 20 sec after touching anything outside your home and before you eat (try
singing the National Anthem, to yourself, while doing so). And don’t forget your thumbs.
Sounds silly, but studies show that thumbs are frequently missed (yes, there are hand-washing
studies).

•

Keep at least six feet between yourself and others.

•

Wear a mask of some type when you leave your home. A scarf is okay, but only if you wrap it
around your face twice. Try not to adjust your mask/scarf while wearing it because you stand
a chance of infecting your eyes, nose, or mouth.

•

If you can obtain vinyl/latex gloves, then wear them as well when outside your home. Make
sure you dispose of them directly in the garbage; don’t set them on a table or countertop.

•

Do not use someone else’s pen, phone, or laptop.

•

Use disposable disinfectant wipes, alcohol dampened paper towels, or Lysol-type disinfectant
spray on groceries once you’ve brought them home (do the same with your mail). Let everything air dry for 5 min, then it’s safe to put them away or open packages. Just like the gloves,
throw used wipes directly in the garbage.

•

If you feel sick, STAY HOME! If you’re sick to the point where you need to seek medical attention, call your physician and warn them of your symptoms; we’d also suggest you take your
temperature prior to calling. If you’re sick to the point where you think it’s an emergency,
then call 911, and likewise, tell them all your symptoms.

Last, and of equal importance, is dealing with the emotional stress that this pandemic has created. Stress
is normal; dealing with the stress of the unknown might require professional help. P. Ron, P. Anna, or one
of us can help guide you in the right direction if you’re having more trouble than you can handle. P.S. If
any of you are not feeling stressed, then we’d want to take a blood sample, and then use your antibodies
to create a vaccination to share with everyone!
The health of our congregation, our community and even our country depends on all of us following these
important guidelines and supporting one another. If you have any questions about your health or safety,
then please call/text one of us and we’ll be happy to answer them.
God bless and celebrate our risen Lord….…at home!
Dr. Philip W. Gotsch, DDS
(636) 333-8374
elmhurstsmiles@sbcglobal.net

Dr. Amy VanDenBrook, MD
(630) 880-4815
avandenbrook@roseneyecare.com
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RENOVATION UPDATE
Chip Johnson, Council President
Our renovation project is progressing well despite the crisis our country is facing. Our architects
(ARCON) continue to work diligently. They have submitted the plans for the upgraded parking lot and
surrounding area to the City of Elmhurst for their review. We expect some questions and possible
changes. This process is estimated to take four weeks. The submitted plan in shown below. Our hope
is that the parking lot area can be started this summer. In the meantime, ARCON is working on plans
for the new entrances.
Our Ad Hoc Renovation Financing Task Force (Chuck Sutton, Paul Rimington, Cheri Richards, and Laura
Pesek) has been meeting and researching options. Their task is to recommend to the Congregation
Council a plan for the short-term construction and possible long-term financing for the renovation project. Long-term financing will include an opinion on the capacity and desirability of incurring long-term
debt to finance work costing more than the campaign income received. This committee is presently
reviewing options including ELCA Mission Investment Fund and a local bank.
The Congregation Council will be reviewing and discussing the scope and estimated costs of the project
before they make a recommendation to the congregation. The timing of that is still under discussion.
In the meantime, we will continue to keep you informed as the project continues in the planning stages.

Council President
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THE LIVING CROSS
Even though we weren’t able to have our traditional Living Cross with live flowers
this year for Easter, we were able to celebrate using a different type of Living
Cross thanks to an idea from our Music Director, Kris Sandrock.
Members of our congregation were given the opportunity to email prayers
to EpiphanyLivingCross2020@gmail.com. Once all prayers were received, Pastor
Anna imported them into a cross-shaped word art. The bigger the word is in the
cross, the more it was mentioned or requested in prayer. The cross was shared
during online remote worship on Easter morning. Thank you to all who shared
their prayers.

OUR MEMBERS SAY THANK YOU
I want to thank all my Epiphany friends and our pastors for all the prayers, visits, meals, and the many
cards I received following my emergency heart surgery and my 80th birthday that followed not long afterwards. Everything lifted my spirits a lot, and I so appreciate everyone's well wishes.

God's blessings to you all.

Jackie Darling
Friends in Christ,
Bless you for all the prayers, thoughts, and cards in remembrance of my sister, Ellen Krzyzewski.
In Christian love,

Lila Peters
To our friends at Epiphany,
My sincere thanks for your many cards and expressions of sympathy on Marjorie’s passing. Your warm
memories of her add to ours to give us strength for the future.
Marjorie always had Epiphany close to her heart over our 50+ years there. Even though she was unable to
attend in recent years, her faith was strong.
God’s peace to all,

Bill Thiel and family
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HOW WE KEEP BUSY!
We love seeing and hearing about the ways in which
Epiphany members are expressing themselves creatively, bonding as families, and serving others during
this time! We're following you on Facebook, but
please also feel free to send us pictures, videos and
stories about what you and your family are up to.
We'll try to get as many as possible into future sermons!

Leia Rose Samuelian and Grandma Judy
built a cup tower. Great job, ladies!

Nathan and Matthew Markwald picked
up their Open My Life, Lord flowerpots.
What a beautiful day for a ride!

Shirley Swanson makes
masks. Thank you for sharing your gift, Shirley!

Margie
Gotsch’s company makes
masks. Thank
you so much
for help a
great cause,
Margie!

Seth Meyer elearning set up.
Way to go, Seth!
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AN UPDATE FROM OUR FINANCE COMMITTEE
It appears that we, like other churches and not surprisingly, have received fewer offerings because of the
suspension of in-person worship services. To be specific, the offerings in January-March were $16,436
(17%) less than we anticipated as we created our budget. The good news is that we are spending less
than budgeted because of the change in programing and building use, but there is still a deficit. We have
received 11% less than we have spent. While we hope that we will not have to “shelter-in-place” too
much longer and again be able to worship together, we anticipate a trend of lower than expected offerings for at least a couple of months longer. So, what do we make of this, and what can we do?
First, we can thank God for God’s abundance and your generosity! That we have received 83% of our anticipated offerings during a global pandemic and an economy that is on the brink of collapse is amazing. It
says a lot about your generosity and the commitment you have to God’s work in this place, even in these
uncertain times. The “mission” of Epiphany has not changed; only the “method” has changed. Your gifts
show that you understand that.
Second, we understand that there are some for whom this crisis has been a financial as well as a health
disaster. We have heard of only a few of our members being laid off from their jobs, but we know there
must be more. And, certainly, those of you who own businesses have had to face—at best—financial uncertainty and—at worst—the demise of your business. If this has been a financial crisis for you, please
know that you are in our prayers and we understand that you may have to reduce your gifts to Epiphany.
Third, we can also recognize that some of us have not been adversely affected financially by this crisis,
and we may want to consider how we might be even more generous to the work of Epiphany. Perhaps
you can step up and help fill in where others must step back. Perhaps you could begin to give automatically so that your gifts will be available to the church on a regular basis. Perhaps you could give online using the online portal (Giving.EpiphanyElmhurst.org). Perhaps you cannot increase your giving but can accelerate the timing of your gifts so that the church has cash on hand to weather the crisis. If you normally
drop a check in the offering plate only when you are in attendance, perhaps you could simply mail your
check to the church office.

Please know that the Congregation Council, in conversation with the Finance Committee, will continue to
monitor and review the financial impacts of the COVID-19 situation on Epiphany and be good stewards of
our collective offering as needed.

CHECK OUT OUR
NEW SIGNS!
Thank you,
Margie Gotsch!
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MAY BIRTHDAYS
1
2
3
4
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Anthony Alfano, Gina Wentzel
Adam Hill, Vicki Johnston
Ainsley Hedworth, Bernice Hunt
Dawn Sanders, Braden Schwarz
Alyssa Woodward
Cameron Bialecki, Greta Roy
Samantha Gillespie, Taryn Stratton
Caroline Langer
Jean Hill, Kaley Kortes
Charles Schleich
Shawn Biery, Lenno Lasn,
Joshua Sutherland
Anita Esposito, Ken Fries
Vern Magnesen
Soleil Martin
James Casey-Bell, Robert Smith
Allie McGirk
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Scott Doberstein, Ron Felson
Ann Lasn-Schanhals, Ryan McPhee
Benjamin Paumier
Kate Bialecki, James Connor
Andrea Redfearn
Scott Bates
Tyler Martin, Benjamin Thiel
Steven Ganser, Mary Kies, Ryan Marti
Kelly Reynolds
John Langer, Jennifer Martin
Kirsten Zeitler
Rich Pesek
Finley Hinrichs, Helen Wethekam
Vicki Cripe
Brendan Connor, Kelly Martich
Gage Paumier
Steven Berg, Angela Hedworth

18
19
20
22
23
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

MAY ANNIVERSARIES
7

11
14
15

16
19

Cory and Kim Hinrichs
Jack and Maria Jones
Lenno Lasn and Ann Lasn-Schanhals
Robert and Lisa Hedrick
Benjamin and Kari Paumier
Eric and Rhonda Berg
Sue and Joe Featherstone
Tom and Areina Connolly
Jon and Elizabeth Dierksheide
Kevin and Carol Doberstein
Tom and Helen Wethekam
David and Barbara Nelson
John and Marlene Tegmeyer

22
23
24
25
26
27

28
29
31

Brian and Jamie Hosler
Jennifer and Michael Hanyzewski
Joe and Barb Clifford
Richard and Mary Schmuhl
Bart and Tracy Lupa
Joe and Lorna Sutton
Phil and Jackie Darling
Charles and Lynn Sutton
Jeffrey and Joan Wincentsen
Joseph and Kellie Witzel
Mark and Amy Wilson
Jennifer and Brandon Allen
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IN OUR PRAYERS
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(Please contact Joan Halvey if we missed anyone.)

Our members who are medical workers:
Emily Barszcz ,Greg Boullion, Jennifer Damer, Kim French, Nancy Innocentini, Kim Kortes, Karen Norquist, Lindsay Rudhman, Kerrie Samuelian, Eric Thiel, Amy VanDenBrook, Jeff Zeitler, Kirsten Zeitler
Our members who are first responders/”essential workers”:
Andrew Gotsch, Adam Hill, Bruce Hill, Kimberly Mehring, Paul Mehring, David Pilny, John Seifried, Sandra Vaughan,
Randy Wiegel
Those who mourn:
Lila Peters and her family on the death of her sister, Ellen Krzyzewski who died on April 7.
The Webb family on the death of former, long-time member of Epiphany, Pat Webb who died on April 9.
Our current prayer list:
Dolores Barney, Richard Becker, Wayne Bell, Curt Clifford, Sienna Dudley, Anita Esposito, William French, Bill Friberg,
John Halen, Dianne Hallongren, Mary K Hanson, Joyce Hill, Carina Innocentini, Bruce Josephs, Catherine Knapp, Muriel
Lippert, Christine Pfaff, Nick Ross, Joan Schroeder, Boni Smith, Joe Sutherland, Marlene Tegmeyer, Maria Terracciano,
Lou Wiegel
Our family and friends:
Greg Bukowski (friend of Sandra Vaughn), Jennifer Bush (sister-in-law of the Mehrings), Carol (friend of Amy Wilson's
mother), Melissa Carnall (friend of Anna Ernst), Donna and Gary Diven (sister and brother-in-law of Gary Sanders, Sr.),
Jeff Fuka (friend of Dolores Barney), Sylvia Graham (friend of Sandra Vaughn), Lorna Hansen (Amy Rimington's mother), Jan Harms (Jen Mann's mother), Bill Hudson (son-in-law of Fred and Bev Keller), Christa Johnson (friend of the
Hedricks), John Johnson (Janet Rudhman's brother), Robert Kampf (friend of Daryl Bartelson), Kevorak Kahvedsian
(friend of the Haidles), Jan Kopas (nephew of Mary Langer), Lindsay Larson (Andrea Redfearn's niece), Karen McCaa
(sister of Amy Pilny), Evan Thomas Mevis (Ruth Blair's grandson), Michael (friend of the Jones family), Debbie Morocco
(sister of Beverly Keller), Parker Morrow (friend of many Epiphany members), Gail Nerison, Joseph Paumier (father of
Ben Paumier), Karen Peterson (friend of the Mehrings), Joe Pilny (David Pilny's father), Steven Q. (friend of the French
family), Carol Raimondi (friend of Kerrie Samuelian), Amber and James Randall (friends of Gwen Becker), Linda Rosengren (friend of Dolores Barney), Katie Rosenwinkel (niece of Beverly Keller), John Rossi, Jenny Ruhl (friend of Joan
Halvey), Sam and Louis San Fillipo (friends of the Darlings), Karen Scott (friend of Curt Clifford), John Sears (John
Pozeck's brother-in-law), Paula Serfling-Nugent (Marlene Tegmeyer's daughter), Joan Sturino (sister of Dawn Sanders),
Irma Tena (friend of the Johnson family), Mary Thiel (daughter of Bill and Marjorie Thiel), Eileen Tomaszewski (friend
of Maria Terracciano), Matt Toole (friend of Phyllis Field), Tom Tyderek (friend of Joe Schram), Jeff Vidt (Sue Kostecki's
brother), Pete Yarema (friend of Joe Schram), Kathleen Zayad (Lynn Howell's sister), Maria (sister of Brendan Connor),
Kathy (friend of Shirley Swanson)
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Thank you to everyone who submits articles to The Star. Articles submitted are subject to review by the
editor. Any significant revisions will be discussed with the author of the article.
You may email contributions to: Joan.Halvey@EpiphanyElmhurst.org
Deadline for submissions for the June, 2020 edition is Friday, May 15.

